Oil and Gas Sector Guide on Implementing the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights
Background and acknowledgements

This Guide was written by Shift and the Institute for Human Rights and Business (IHRB).

In December 2011, IHRB and Shift were selected by the European Commission (Directorate-General for Enterprise and Industry) to develop sector-specific guidance on the corporate responsibility to respect human rights, as set out in the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights. The development of sector-specific human rights guidance is one of the deliverables of the European Commission’s policy on corporate social responsibility, adopted in October 2011.

Further to a public consultation, and on the basis of objective criteria, the services of the European Commission decided that guidance would be developed for employment and recruitment agencies, information and communications technologies (“ICT”) companies, and oil and gas companies.

The development of this Guide involved extensive research and multi-stakeholder consultation. The process involved over 75 multi-stakeholder interviews per sector with individual experts, two periods of web-based public consultation, field-based research, and two multi-stakeholder roundtable discussions hosted by the European Commission. The European Commission, Shift and IHRB are very grateful to all the business, government, trade unions and civil society representatives, academics and other experts, whose input helped to shape the final document. (The full list of participants in the project can be found on the websites listed below.) In particular, they would like to thank:

- The members of the Oil and Gas Sector Advisory Group: Jim Catterson (IndustriALL Global Union), Luis Fernando de Angulo (Gestión Responsable), Gavin Hayman supported by Andie Lambe (Global Witness), Ramanie Kunanayagam (BG Group), Tam Nguyen (IPIECA), Ed O’Keefe (Synergy Consulting), Oleg Sapozhnikov supported by Valentin Zhovtun (Sakhalin Energy), and Egbert Wesselink (IKV Pax Christi).

- The members of the Expert Advisory Committee established to help provide advice across all three sectors: Jim Baker (Global Trade Unions), Alexandra Guáqueta (UN Working Group on Business and Human Rights), Tom Koenen (Econsense), Viraf Metha (Centre for Responsible Business), Geneviève Paul and Elin Wrzoncki (Fédération Internationale des Droits de l’Homme), and Brent Wilton (International Organisation of Employers). In addition, the following people contributed to the work of the Expert Advisory Committee: Michael Addo and Margaret Jungk (UN Working Group on Business and Human Rights), Jana Heinze (Econsense), and Matthias Thorns (International Organisation of Employers).

The above-mentioned people provided advice in a personal capacity. Their participation does not necessarily imply that they or the organisations they work for endorse the contents of this document.

Further information about the process by which this guidance was developed can be found on the websites of:

- The Institute for Human Rights and Business at www.ihrb.org/project/eu-sector-guidance/index.html and


Disclaimer: The content of this document does not necessarily reflect the official view of the European Commission.
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FOREWORD

The European Union is a strong believer in globalisation’s potential for positive change. By harnessing the creative power of people and enterprises across the world, globalisation can improve living conditions for all. The ultimate purpose of our economy is to contribute to human development.

We also believe that globalisation needs to take place within a system of international norms in order to ensure its contribution to social and economic development, in full respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. Indeed, we see these two goals as mutually reinforcing.

The United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights are an important new step in the development of international norms that will help to realise the full potential of globalisation. Their implementation is integral to the European Union’s human rights strategy and to the European Commission’s policy on corporate social responsibility. Similarly, European Union Member States have committed to develop their own national plans for implementing the UN Guiding Principles.

We are pleased to present this practical guide for oil and gas companies on how to ensure respect for human rights. The guide, which is not a legally binding document, translates the expectations of the UN Guiding Principles into the particular context of the oil and gas sector. It is the fruit of intensive consultations with business people, trade union representatives, representatives of human rights organisations and other experts. We are very grateful to them all.

The European Union offers this guidance as a contribution towards global efforts to implement the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights. We welcome the prospect of further engagement with governments, enterprises, civil society, and other actors from all regions of the world. And we appreciate the need for close dialogue and partnership with international organisations, including the United Nations, the International Labour Organisation and the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development.

Not so long ago environmental management was something that concerned only a small number of companies. For many companies it has today become a natural part of doing business, considered vital for long-term success. We have a similar vision for the future of business and human rights: where respecting human rights is understood as being an intrinsic part of business excellence.

Antonio Tajani
Vice-President of the European Commission
Enterprise and Industry

Stavros Lambrinidis
EU Special Representative on Human Rights